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Abstract: We demonstrate the physical mechanism of optical Tamm states
using the phase properties of the photonic crystals. Based on such
mechanism, we propose an efficient way that can precisely produce optical
Tamm states at specific frequencies. Moreover, we show that dielectric
photonic crystals and single-negative materials can be effectively connected
through their reflection phase. Two kinds of one-dimensional dielectric
photonic crystals with different single-negative characteristics are designed
and repeated alternately to construct a superlattice structure. The band
structures and the transmission spectra of this superlattice show that
multiple optical Tamm states arise and these Tamm states are coupled with
each other to form transmission bands. A special zero-effective-phase gap
can also be observed in such superlattice.
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1. Introduction
Surface waves are common wave phenomena that have been studied in various fields of
physics such as acoustics [1], plasma [2] and optics [3]. One type of well known surface
waves is the optical Tamm state (OTS) [4, 5], which exists at the interface of photonic crystal
(PC) heterostructure. Different from waveguide surface modes and Dyakonov modes, OTSs
can remain localized for in-plane wave vector inside the light cone [[4]]. In contrast to a
conventional surface plasmon polariton, OTSs can be formed for both the TE and TM
polarizations [6]. In addition to the surface of dielectric PC, OTS can also appear at the
interface between metal and dielectric Bragg mirror [6].
OTSs can be employed in applications such as the realization of polariton lasers without
cavities [7], controlling spontaneous optical emissions [8, 9], enhancing nonlinear resonance
[10] and optical switching [11]. So far, there is no way can precisely predict the frequencies
of OTSs and this restricts the applications of OTSs. It was proposed that OTSs can be
designed by parameter retrieval method [12]. However, such method can no longer be
effective for PCs since the scale of the PC is much larger than the wavelength of incident
wave. On the other hand, the potential influence of the surface feature of the PC, which
should be very relevant to the behavior of surface state, has never been reported.
In this paper, we theoretically investigate the properties of phase shift upon reflection
from one-dimensional (1D) PC, including the relationship between the phase shift and the
location of the terminating surface in the PC. Base on these properties, we present a
convenient and effective method to design OTSs which exist at the interface of PC
heterostructure. Furthermore, we point out that dielectric PCs can be equivalent to singlenegative (SNG) materials through the properties of their reflection phase. A PC
heterostructure supporting OTS is designed and repeated to form a superlattice structure. Our
results show that OTSs coupling and zero-effective-phase gap can be observed in such a
superlattice structure.
2. OTSs at the interface of PC heterostructure
2.1 Condition for the emergence of OTS
Consider a layered structure composed of two 1D PCs and a sandwich layer, as shown in Fig.
1. The wave will gain a phase change ϕ when propagating through the sandwich layer from
the left (right) interface to the right (left) interface. This structure is analogous to the quantum
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well microcavity in quantum mechanics [13] with the sandwich layer being a resonant cavity.
The eigenmodes of the structure can be obtained according to the resonant cavity theory. We
use ϕleft kz , ω and ϕ right (k z , ω ) to denote the phase shift upon reflection from the left and
right interfaces along the x axis, where k is the wave number and ω is the angular frequency.
With these definitions, the resonance condition can be written as

ϕleft (ω ) + ϕright (ω ) + 2ϕ = 2mπ ,

(1)

where ϕ = nxω / c is the phase shift of the wave after propagating a distance x in the cavity
between the two interfaces. When the resonance condition is satisfied, an OTS corresponding
to a transmission mode appears.
If the cavity length x is set to zero, ϕ becomes zero and Eq. (1) changes to
ϕleft (k z , ω ) + ϕright (k z , ω ) = 2mπ . In this case, whether the OTS emerges or not depends solely
on the phase changes due to reflections at the cavity boundaries.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a resonant cavity between two PCs.

2.2 OTSs design based on the reflection phase properties of PC
Firstly, we discuss the phase properties of the reflected wave from the surface of PC. Consider
a 1D PC with structure of (XY)N, where X and Y represent SiO2 layer with refractive index of
1.5 and AlAs layer with refractive index of 3, respectively, and N is the number of periods, as
shown in Fig. 2. Here we choose N = 8. The phase shift of the reflected wave of the PC
depends on the refractive index of the adjacent isotropic medium. In the following calculation,
we suppose that the isotropic medium is vacuum. The thicknesses of layer X and Y are both
100 nm. In order to study the properties of the reflection phase as a function of the location of
the terminating surface within the cell XY, we use the cut parameter t to represent the relative
position of the terminating surface in the cell, as shown in Fig. 2. For example, if t = 1, the PC
terminates with a complete cell; if t = 0.75, the cell is terminated in the middle of layer X.
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Fig. 2. Variation of the position of the terminating surface plane, marked with a dotted line. (a)
t = 1, at which the PC terminates with the complete cell at the surface. (b) t = 0.75, of which
the surface plane is at the middle of media X. (c) t = 0.5, the position of the surface plane is at
the surface of media Y. (d) t = 0.25, the position of the surface plane is at the middle of media
Y.

Using the transfer matrix method [14–16], the reflectance and the reflection phase shift ϕ
as functions of wavelength at normal incidence are calculated and shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that a Bragg gap appears between 760 nm and 1135
nm. In the stop band, the reflection phase shift changes smoothly across different
wavelengths, while the reflection phase shift changes sharply in the pass band regime.

Fig. 3. (a) The reflection spectrum of the PC at normal incidence and (b) the reflection phase
spectra for various cut parameter values. The shadow region represents the forbidden gap of
PC.

When t = 0.75, the reflection phase in the band gap changes from 0 to −π , which
corresponds to the electromagnetic distribution of the PC. Using MIT's MPB software, we
obtained the electromagnetic field distribution. Figure 4(a) shows the electromagnetic field
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distribution in the PC at the edge of the band gap (λ = 760 nm) when t = 0.75. The
electromagnetic field near the surface of the PC is strongest, which means that the
superposition of the electric fields of incident light and reflected light is enhanced. Therefore
it is deduced that the reflection phase shift should be zero at the surface. Figure 4(b) shows
the electromagnetic field distribution at the other edge of the band gap (λ = 1135 nm).
Correspondingly, the superposition of the electric fields leads to a cancellation and the phase
shift should be ±π .

Fig. 4. Electromagnetic field distributions at the two ends of band gap of the PC (c.f. Figure 3)
with t = 0.75: (a) wavelength = 760 nm; (b) wavelength = 1135 nm.

Fig. 5. The structure of a 1D PC heterostructure [(YX)N(YX)t1(AB)t2(AB)M]

As discussed in section 2.1, the position of the OTS depends on the reflection phase shift,
which can be adjusted by the cut parameter t of the PC. Hence, we can design OTS by setting
cut parameter t appropriately. Consider a 1D PC heterostructure with the form of
[(YX)N(YX)t1(AB)t2(AB)M], as shown in Fig. 5, where X and A represent SiO2 layer with the
refractive index of 1.5 and the thickness is 100 nm and 80 nm, Y represents AlAs layers with
the refractive index of 3 and the thickness is 100 nm, B represents GaAs layers with the
refractive index of 3.5 and the thickness is 84nm. Here, the numbers of periods are N = M = 8.
t1 and t2 represent the surface cut parameters for PC cells XY and AB, respectively. Four cases
were considered: (a) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 1; (b) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.75; (c) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.5;
and (d) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.25, respectively. The reflection phase shifts ϕ PC1 and ϕ PC 2 and the
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transmission spectra of the heterostructure are shown in Fig. 6(a) to 6(d), corresponding to t2
= 1, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25. It can be seen that a tunneling peak emerges in the overlapping region
of the two band gaps when ϕ PC1 + ϕ PC 2 = 0 , which corresponds to the condition for the
emergence of OTS discussed above. For instance, when t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.75, as the
frequency changes across the photonic band gap, both ϕ PC1 and ϕ PC 2 change from 0 to π .
The condition ϕ PC1 + ϕ PC 2 = 0 is impossible to be satisfied in the superposition of the two
band gaps. Thus no OTS emerges, as shown clearly in Fig. 6(b). When t2 = 0.25, the reflection
phase shift of PC2 changes from π to 0 across the forbidden gap. An OTS emerges at the
wavelength of 944.5 nm, where ϕ PC1 = −2.41 and ϕ PC 2 = 2.41, as shown in Fig. 6(d). The
inset in Fig. 6(d) shows the distribution of the electric field corresponding to the OTS at 944.5
nm. It can be seen that the field is strongly localized at the interface between the two PCs and
attenuates exponentially as getting away from the interface.

Fig. 6. The reflection phase shifts of PC1 and PC2 and the transmittance of the heterostructure
PC1/PC2 shown in Fig. 5, with different cut parameter combinations: (a) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 1;
(b) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.75; (c) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.5; (d) t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.25. The
superposition of the two shadows in each graph is the overlapping of the band gaps of PC1 and
PC2. The number of periods for the PCs is N = M = 8. The inset in (d) shows the electric field
distribution in the heterostructure at 944.5 nm.
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3. Transmission bands originate from the coupling of OTSs

3.1 Phase properties and tunneling in SNG materials
In section 2, dielectric PCs were considered as uniform media to discuss the relationship
between the reflection phase shifts and the OTSs. Next, we are going to discuss the reflection
phase shift of single-negative (epsilon-negative (ENG) or mu-negative (MNG)) materials and
analyze the coupling effect of the OTSs.
Here we use Drude–Lorentz model to describe the dispersions of the single-negative
materials, that is

ε = 1+

ω p2 − ωeo2
, μ = μ0
ωeo2 − ω 2 − iωγ e

(2)

Fω 2
ω − ω 2 − iωγ m

(3)

for ENG materials and

ε = ε0 , μ = 1+

2
o

for MNG materials. Where ωp, ωeo and ωo correspond to the electric plasma frequency, the
electric resonance frequency and the magnetic resonance frequency, respectively. γe and γm
denote the respective electric and magnetic damping factors that contribute to the absorption
and losses. These kinds of dispersions can be realized in well-designed metamaterials [17–
19]. For ENG materials, the region of wavelength between 2πc/ωeo and 2πc/ωp is a stop band
since the permittivity in Eq. (2) is negative. While for MNG materials, the stop band is
between 2πc/ωo and 2π c / ωo2 / (1 − F ) . Here, we choose ωeo = 2.093 × 1015 Hz, ωp = 4.443
× 1015 Hz, ωo = 2.093 × 1015 Hz, F = 0.553 and γe = γm = 2.0 × 1012 Hz.
Figure 7(a) and 7(b) shows the reflection spectra of the SNG materials. Figure 7(c) shows
the phase of light reflected from ENG and MNG media and the transmittance of the
heterostructure ENG/MNG, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, in the stop band, the reflection
phase shifts of the SNG materials change smoothly as the wavelength changes, while in the
pass band the reflection phase shifts change more rapidly, which is analogous with the
reflection phase property of dielectric PC. Specially, in the stop band, the reflection phase
shift of ENG material changes from 0 to −π , corresponding to the reflection phase of PC1
and PC2 with the surface cut parameter t = 0.75. On the other hand, the reflection phase shift
of MNG material changes from π to 0, corresponding to the PC1 and PC2 with the surface
cut parameter t = 0.25. It can be seen that from Fig. 7(b) that an interface tunneling state
appears in the SNG heterostructure [ENG /MNG] when the condition ϕ ENG + ϕ MNG = 0 is
satisfied. The relative transmittance of interface tunneling state is only approximative 0.45
since the losses in the both ENG and MNG material. Such condition is the same as that for the
emergence of OTSs in dielectric PC heterostructure. Therefore, the OTSs at the interface of
the PC heterostructure [PC1/PC2] with t1 = 0.75 and t2 = 0.25 is analogous with the tunneling
states at the interface of the SNG heterostructure.
If ENG and MNG materials are alternately stacked to construct a periodic structure, then
multiple interface tunneling states will emerge and couple each other to form a new
transmission band. When specific conditions are satisfied, a zero-effective-phase ( zero-ϕeff )
gap will emerge [19]. These phenomena can also be found in the dielectric PC superlattice
structure.
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Fig. 7. Reflection spectra of (a) ENG and (b) MNG materials. (c) Reflection phase shifts of
both ENG and MNG materials and the transmittance of the heterostructure ENG/MNG. The
shadow region represents the common stop band of the SNG materials.

3.2 Coupling of OTSs in dielectric PC superlattice
Consider a sandwich dielectric PC structure [PC1/PC2/PC1], where PC1 and PC2 represent
1D periodic structures [(XY)1-t1(XY)N−1(XY)t1] and [(AB)t2(AB)M−1(AB)1-t2] respectively. Here
we take t1 = 0.75, t2 = 0.25, and N = 6, M = 4. The transmission spectrum of this sandwich
structure is showed in Fig. 8(a). We observe that the OTS in the previous case (as shown in
Fig. 6(d)) split into two OTSs locate at 930 nm and 963 nm respectively. This splitting is
analogous to the splitting in the diatomic molecules, in which the interaction between the two
atoms produce a splitting of the degenerate atomic levels into bonding and antibonding
orbitals [21]. Here, two interfaces are analogous to two atoms and the length of PC2 is
analogous to the distance of two atoms. Therefore, the interaction between the two interfaces
of [PC1/PC2/PC1] will split the previous OTS into two new isolated states, as shown in Fig.
8(b). If the structure is extended as [PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1], the two isolated states will
respectively
split
into
two
states.
If
the
structure
is
extended
as
[PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1], the two isolated states will then respectively split into
three states, as shown in Fig. 8(c). These structures can be regard as a crystal composed of
numerous diatomic molecules and each diatomic molecule has two isolated states. According
to the Tight-Binding (TB) theory [21–23], each isolated states will split and form new bands,
respectively. Correspondingly, the band structure of superlattice structure [PC1/PC2]k shows
that two bands emerge in the original band gap, as shown in Fig. 8(d). The gap between the
two bands is analogous to the zero-ϕeff gap in PCs consisting of ENG and MNG materials.
When the two isolated states are close to each other, the zero-ϕeff gap will vanish since
the two pass bands couple together. The band structure of PC superlattice structure
[PC1/PC2]k with N = M = 5 is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the two pass bands couple
together at 945 nm, where the Bloch wave vector is zero. A new pass band form in the range
from 928 to 964 nm. As the values of N and M increase, this pass band narrows, as shown in
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Fig. 9. According to TB theory, the width of the pass band is in proportion to the overlap
integrals of the states. The increasing of the values of M and N means that the interfaces of the
PC superlattice leave away from each other, the overlap integrals will diminish and the width
of the pass band will narrow.

Fig. 8. Transmission spectra of structure (a) [PC1/PC2/PC1], (b) [PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1],
and (c) [PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1/PC2/PC1]. (d) The band structure of superlattice structure
[PC1/PC2]k with N = 6, M = 4.

Fig. 9. Band structure of PC superlattice structure [PC1/PC2]k

4. Conclusion

We demonstrated that the phase shift of the reflected light from a PC depends on the cut
parameter of the surface of the PC. By use of such a property, OTSs can be produced and the
wavelengths at which the OTSs occur can be tuned at will. We also found that dielectric PCs
and SNG materials can be connected through their reflection phase properties. Two kinds of
dielectric PCs with different SNG properties are designed and repeated alternately to form a
superlattice structure. Multiple OTSs arise in this PC superlattice and these OTSs are coupled
with each other to form new transmission bands. A zero-ϕeff gap can be observed in such
superlattice.
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